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2-year (AA/AS/Minor) LOs and Assessments 

 

0-year level – minimum requirements for entry into 2-year physics program (Physics Minor) 

 

Calculus: A “C” or better in MATH 1210 Calculus I (differentiation and integration in one-variable of basic 

functions), or a score of at least a 3 on the Calculus AB or BC Advanced Placement Exam.  This 

presupposes satisfactory background (a “C” or better) in College Algebra (MATH 1050) and 

Trigonometry (MATH 1060), or the high-school equivalent (one year each). 

 

No prior collegiate-level physics knowledge required (or assumed). 

 

POSSIBLY DESIRED CHANGES:  

 Math/Calc entrance exam -> placement/remediation (as option to course requirements) 

 PHYS 1010 or the high-school equivalent (one year) 

 

2-year level Requirements 

 

Learning Outcomes (revised 3 LO list) 

Physics Knowledge 

Basic 

PHYS 2210/2220: Calculus-based.  Kinematics, Newtonian Mechanics, Conservation 

Laws, Wave Phenomena, Thermodynamics, Electricity, Magnetism, AC/DC Circuits 

(could also include: optics, fluid dynamics, …) 

Advanced 

PHYS 3310/3320: Non-relativistic quantum mechanics: Schrodinger equation in 1d, 

hydrogen atom, angular momentum, perturbation theory 

(could replace with similar upper-level coursework) 

 

Laboratory and Computer Skills 

Basic 

PHYS 2215/2225: Calculus-based.  Equipment familiarity, data acquisition, data/error 

analysis, graphical methods 

(could also include: experiment design) 

 Advanced 

  ENGR 3070/3080: Electric Circuits lecture/lab. 

  (could replace with similar upper-level coursework) 

 

Scientific Communication and Research  

(Integrated into above coursework) 

 Basic 

Lab Reports (“full write-ups”), research project, presentation (PHYS 2215/2225), 

problem sets (PHYS 2210/2220) 
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Advanced 

Research project (PHYS 3320), Lab Reports (ENGR 3070/3080) 

(could replace with similar upper-level coursework or individual research project) 

 

POSSIBLY DESIRED CHANGES 

 Laundry list of upper-level course options 

 

Levels of Sophistication 

 

Students must demonstrate proficiency at the following  

 

 Ability to identify physical laws by name and to provide definitions of important terms related to 

the physical laws 

 Understanding of the meaning of physical laws and knowledge of their general formulas 

 Ability to apply the general formulas or concepts to specific limited situations 

 

POSSIBLY DESIRED CHANGES 

 Demonstration of basic knowledge, experimental, problem-solving, and mathematical skills, not 

necessarily with deep understanding or capability of analysis. 

 See benchmarks for examples. 

 

Assessment 

 

Student proficiency of the above LO at the above LoS is assessed at the course level (a “C” or better in 

each of the above courses is required for the minor).  Course rigor is assessed and maintained through 

benchmark problems/assignments on quizzes/tests/assignments via the college program review system. 

 

POSSIBLY SUGGESTED CHANGES  

 Student portfolio of key assignments drawn from all courses demonstrating satisfactory 

performance of the above LOs at the above LoS.  Would include course/independent research 

projects.  To be reviewed by departmental faculty (individual/committee). 

 Written description of how a physics minor/AA/AS complements their choice of major, future 

schooling, or career path. 


